
IRAN POISED TO STRIKE US / ISRAELI TARGETS.  

US FORCES GEAR UP FOR ACTION. USS LINCOLN CARRIER ENTERS THE GULF  

26 Nov 2019.  The US and Iran ramped up their preparations for direct 

military engagement on Monday, November 25: A top Iranian general’s 
threatened to destroy the US, Israel and Saudi Arabia, [see following article] 

and the USS Abraham Lincoln Carrier Strike Force moved into position 

opposite central Iran’s coastline.. 

Addressing a mass pro-government rally in Tehran, Iran’s Revolutionary 

Guards chief, General Hossein Salami, shouted, while burning US and 

Israeli flags, “We have shown restraint … we have shown patience 

towards the hostile moves of America, the Zionist region and Saudi 

Arabia against the Islamic Republic Iran,” said Salami.  

“If you cross our red lines, we will destroy you. If Iran decides to 

respond, the enemy will not have security anywhere. Our patience has a 

limit.” 

Reliable military sources find the clue to Iran’s next move in his assertion 

that its patience has a limit. It indicates that while up until now Tehran 
hesitated to set a date for its next strike on an American or an Israeli target – 

or both – Iran has now finally decided to go forward. 

Aware that this strike may come at any moment, CENTCOM chief, 
General Kenneth McKenzie predicted on Saturday that Iran will probably 

launch another attack in the Middle East.  He was speaking at a regional 

security conference at Manama, Bahrain, and noted that, despite the 
American troop build-up in the region, Tehran had not hesitated to attack 

Saudi oil fields on September 14.  

Iran’s leaders were also spurred toward military action by the return of the 

USS Lincoln carrier strike force to the Gulf for the first time since May, 
when the vessel moved into the Arabian Sea.  

Large-scale US marine, navy and air might aboard the Lincoln are now in 

position opposite Iran’s shores. 

They also took note of the arrival in Israel of General Mark Milley, 
Chairman of the Joint US Chiefs of Staff, and his quiet talks with Chief of 

Staff Lieutenant General Aviv Kochavi.  

Their joint statement – “The two generals discussed operational questions 

and regional developments” – was interpreted in Tehran as meaning that 

the US and Israel had finalized coordinated plans for joint military 

operations against the Islamic Republic. 



Since last week, Israel has been on high war alert for Iran’s potential 
payback for its wide-ranging air strike on Al Qods positions near and south 

of Damascus on November 20.  

It is estimated in Israel and the US that multiple Iranian personnel were 

killed. They did not expect Tehran to let this go without responding. 

Developing rapidly...... 

 

TOP IRAN GENERAL THREATENS TO DESTROY US, ISRAEL & SAUDI ARABIA  

26 Nov. 2019. Iran’s Revolutionary Guards chief, General Hossein Salami, 

shouted on Monday:  “If you cross our red line, we will destroy you.” 
Accusing the US, Britain, Israel and Saudi Arabia of stoking the anti-

government protests over fuel price hikes, he said: “We will not leave any 

move unanswered. We have shown restraint … we have shown patience 

towards the hostile moves of America, the Zionist regime (Israel) and 

Saudi Arabia against the Islamic Republic of Iran.”  

Shaking his fist, he said, “if Iran decides to respond, “the enemy will not 

have security anywhere.” 

Are they crazy enough to initiate a war with the USA and Israel? A war 
they could not possibly win?  They may have no alternative?  We must wait 

and see! 

RUSSIAN TRANSPORT SHIP SPOTTED ENTERING MEDITERRANEAN 
WATERS WITH TANKS & ARMOURED VEHICLES 
25 Nov. 2019.  A Russian transporter ship has been spotted entering into 
Mediterranean waters via the Bosphorus Strait; The ship is part of the 

Russian Black Sea fleet; It is reported to be heading to Syria with several 

tanks and armoured vehicles aboard. 

Azov 151, a massive Russian transport ship, was spotted entering the 

Mediterranean Sea a few hour ago.  It’s a likely assumption that Azov 151 

is making its way to Syria, as this is the fifth trip it has made in 2019 and the 

third trip in the last two months.  

Russia’s military presence in Syria is continuing to grow as their partnership 

with the Assad regime against Syrian rebel forces moves forward. Recently, 
it was announced to the public that approximately three months ago, a 

Russian submarine was even spotted off the coast of Tel Aviv. 

The pieces on the prophetic chessboard are moving into position every day 

now – something big is brewing in the region and yet the mainstream media 

refuses to enlighten their readers as to what is occurring under their noses.  
When all this breaks loose, as it surely must – people are going to be in deep 

shock and anger.  Too late then? 



IRAN, RUSSIA, CHINA TO HOLD JOINT WAR-GAMES IN ‘MESSAGE 
TO THE WORLD’ 
Nov. 28, 2019. Iran, China, and Russia will hold in the coming weeks their 

first-ever joint war drills, which leaders say are meant to send a "message 

to the world" about increased military cooperation between the rogue 

countries. 

The commander of Iran's navy, Rear Admiral Hossein Khanzadi, said 

Wednesday that the Islamic Republic will team up with Moscow and 

Beijing within the next month to hold the mass war drills. 

"When we talk about joint war-games, we are talking about two or more 

countries with a high level of relations in various political, economic and 

social fields, which culminate in cooperation in the military sector, with 

war-games usually being the highest level of such cooperation," Khanzadi 
was quoted as saying in remarks to Iran's state-controlled press. 

"A joint war-game between several countries, whether on land, at sea, or 

in the air, indicates a remarkable expansion of co-operation among 

them," the military leader said. 

The joint war drills will be aimed at sending a message to the world, 
particularly Western nations, like the United States, that have sought to 

constrain Iran's expanding military ambitions. 

"The joint war-game between Iran, Russia, and China, which will 

hopefully be conducted next month, carries the same message to the 

world, that these three countries have reached a meaningful strategic 

point in their relations, with regard to their shared and non-shared interests, and 

by non-shared I mean the respect we have for one another’s national interests," 

Khanzadi was quoted as saying. 

The Iranian military leader emphasized the importance of performing 

military drills in the sea, where the Islamic Republic has been particularly 
troublesome for Western nations. Iranian naval vessels routinely harass 

American military ships and have played a role in various sabotage efforts 

aimed at disrupting international shipping lanes. 

"The war-game seeks to deliver this message to the world that any kind 

of security at sea must include the interests of all concerned countries. 

We do not condone the kind of security that only caters to the benefits of 

one specific country at a specific time and which disregards the security 

of others," Khanzadi said. "Seas, which are used as a platform for 

conducting global commerce, cannot be exclusively beneficial to certain 

powers”. 

 



  


